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Abstract

In many applications it is necessary to identify items which occur frequently within the

data set� which may be a materialized or non�materialized relation� Such queries were recently

denoted as iceberg queries� Several algorithms for computing iceberg queries were presented�

including an approximation algorithm based on concise sampling� and an exact algorithm based

on sampling combined with multiple hash functions� In this paper� we propose a new approach

for approximating iceberg queries� using a hash based partitioning technique� The data set is

partitioned using a hash function into value independent subsets� resulting with suitably smaller

independent sub�problems that can be handled e�ectively with guaranteed performance� We

realize our method by deriving two new algorithms that allow a user to specify the threshold�

as well as approximation parameters� The algorithms e�ciently compute the iceberg queries�

guaranteeing that the speci�ed parameters are satis�ed for any input data� and any given

memory constraints� These are features which are not guaranteed by current techniques� The

algorithms can be used to provide quick and rough estimates for iceberg queries� and gradually

re�ne the estimates until reaching satisfactory bounds� or complete and exact solutions� Our �rst

algorithm is fully in�place� requiring no additional working disk space� Our second algorithm is

an e�cient one�pass algorithm� and can be applied on�line for streaming data� without accessing

a data base� and without materializing data sets that are speci�ed implicitly� The analysis of

the algorithms is supported by experimental study�
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� Introduction

A growing number of applications require e�cient query execution on massive data sets� using
limited memory� An important class of queries which has recently received increasing attention is
the class of queries that �nd aggregate values over an attribute �or set of attributes� above some
speci�ed threshold� This class of queries was denoted by Fang et al� �FSGM���	 as iceberg queries�
because the number of above threshold results is often very small �the tip of an iceberg� relative
to the large amount of input data �the iceberg�� More concretely� consider the following iceberg
query
 Given a sequence� S� of N items� a memory bound M � and a speci�ed frequency threshold
s� �nd all items whose frequency in S exceeds s�

Iceberg queries have many applications in decision support systems and in data mining appli�
cations for large data warehouses� These applications include market basket queries on large data
warehouses that store customer sales transactions� to derive association rules �AS��	� A number of
papers propose techniques to accelerate the execution of such queries �AIS�� AS��� SA��� Toi���
BMUT��	� In these applications� the sequence S given as input to the iceberg query is typically
described in an implicit way
 for a given sequence S� consisting of N � u�tuples� the sequence S may
be de�ned as the N �

�u
�

�
N � items� consisting of all possible triplets from the same u�tuples� As

argued by Park et al� �PCY��	� the above query dominates the execution time of �nding association
rules�

Other applications illustrated in �FSGM���	 are �nding popular item queries� related to the
TPC�D benchmark �TPC	� and document overlap queries used in web�searching engines �Bro���
BGM��	 and in many information retrieval problems� Related problems are those of �nding hot
spots� studied in �BSL��	� and hot�list queries� studied in �GM��a	� in which the � most popular
items in a data set are to be �approximately� identi�ed� for a prespeci�ed ��

Fang et al �FSGM���	 propose a variety of algorithms for iceberg query processing� Their algo�
rithms use as building blocks well�known techniques such as sampling and multiple hash functions�
but combine them and extend them to improve performance and reduce memory requirements�
Their techniques avoid sorting or hashing the data� by keeping compact� in�memory structures that
allow them to identify the threshold targets� However� in some unfavorable data distributions� their
algorithmsmay experience reduced performance and the memory usage may be large� Furthermore�
they do not give guaranteed performance for all data sets�

In �GM��a	� new on�line sampling techniques were presented for approximating frequent items
in data sets� The algorithms there e�ectively use available memory for identifying frequent items�
While their algorithms may work well in practice in many situations� it can guarantee good ap�
proximation only for certain circumstances� and there may be many cases in practice for which the
performance would not be satisfactory� In contrast� we seek algorithms which works for any given
data set� available memory� and con�dence and error parameters�

��� A case for approximate iceberg queries

We propose and advocate the use of approximate iceberg queries� de�ned as follows
 Given a se�
quence� S� ofN items� a memory bound M � prespeci�ed frequency thresholds sp� sn� and con�dence
levels cp� cn� compute a list of items such that every item whose frequency exceeds sp in S is in�
cluded with a probability of at least cp and every item whose frequency is below sn in S is excluded
with a probability of at least cn�

For example� assume that we have a sequence� S� of size N for which we want to �nd association
rules� involving items whose frequency in S is at least ����� In all current algorithms the �rst step
is to identify all the large item sets whose frequencies exceed ����� The next step is to �nd the
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interesting rules among these item sets� Note that the rules that are eventually reported contain
only a fraction � of the item sets whose frequencies exceed ����� We can set cp to ��� and sp to
����� Then� for any � expected fraction of association rules which are missed is at most ������ To
reduce the amount of item sets which are falsely reported� we can also specify that we want ���
of all items whose frequency is below ��� to be excluded from the report� by setting cn to ���
and sn to ���� The result is an approximation� which can be as accurate as we have speci�ed� and
can take bene�t in the approximation to provide enhanced performance in terms of both execution
time and memory usage�

Arguably� for many applications of frequent item set identi�cation� an approximation algorithm
would su�ce� especially if the approximation can be as good as we want �while� of course� perfor�
mance degrades as the accuracy of the approximation increases�� For instance� in the application
of mining association rules� the requirement to �nd large item sets with certain frequency is of
heuristic nature� implying that the level of accuracy can be reduced� Furthermore� only a fraction
of the large item sets found eventually participate in the �nal report of the association rules� In the
application of document overlap queries� the search results can typically be of a lowered accuracy
level� since in many cases only a fraction of the search results are indeed examined�

The approximation algorithms�t naturally into an approximate query answer framework �GM��a�
GMP��	� They can be executed while performing only one scan over the data� without material�
izing it� using a framework related to synopsis data structures discussed in �GM��b	� This implies
better performance� It also implies that the new algorithm can be used in situations where the
iceberg algorithm of �FSGM���	 cannot� Namely� it can be used when the data set is seen once� but
in which there is no access to the data afterwards� such as in routers� host computer for database
applications� proxy servers for web tra�c �cf �FJS��� GM��b	��

��� Algorithms for approximate and exact iceberg�queries

The algorithms given in �FSGM���	 for computing iceberg�queries can be adapted to compute
approximate iceberg queries as well� No bounds on performance and accuracy are known for such
adaptation� It can be seen that at least in some cases� where the memory is insu�cient to hold
the necessary data structures� the execution time may be quite high� The on�line sampling tech�
niques of �GM��a	� denoted as concise sampling and count sampling� can also be used to compute
approximate iceberg queries� A natural adaptation of the algorithms to meet some prespeci�ed
approximation parameters would be to execute several passes over the data� where each new pass
adds to the list of output items� and marks these items to be excluded from future consideration�
Having � passes over the data� using memory of size M � is roughly equivalent to having a single
pass with memory of size �M

In this paper we propose a new approach for approximating iceberg queries� using a hash based
partitioning technique� The data set is partitioned using a hash function into value independent
subsets� resulting in suitably smaller independent sub�problems that can be handled e�ectively
with guaranteed performance� Speci�cally� we take the concise sampling technique of �GM��a	 as
a building block� and we analyze its merits and limitations� The general idea is to identify the
problem size for which concise samples with a given space can provide output within the approx�
imation parameters which are pre�speci�ed� Then� the hash based partitioning is used to obtain
sub�problems of the appropriate size� An important feature is that by solving the sub�problems
independently� the combined solutions of these sub�problems consist an appropriate solution to the
original problem�

Given the partitioning�based approach� the algorithmic challenge is to derive algorithms that
can handle simultaneously many independent sub�problems� Note that the sub�sequences� which
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are the inputs for the sub�problems� are interleaved� Consequently� a single one�pass application of
the concise sampling algorithm of �GM��a	 cannot work� since the available memory cannot hold
all concise samples simultaneously� We derive two new algorithms that realize the partitioning�base
approach�

A bucket�sorting based algorithm

The �rst algorithm is based on the following simple observation
 Suppose that the sequence is to be
permuted� so that the sub�sequences are contiguous� without interleaving� Then� one pass over the
sequence scans each sub�sequence at a time� allowing to hold in memory the concise sample of only
one sub�problem at a time� without con�icts� The above permutation problem can be described
as an integer�sorting problem� where items are sorted according to the sub�problem to which they
belong� Speci�cally� for k sub�problems� the input to the integer�sorting problem consists of N keys
from �� � � �k	� In a companion paper �MS��	 we derive an integer�sorting algorithmwhich for k � N

�this is the case here� is substantially faster than general sorting� requiring at most  lgM�B k passes
over the data set� where M is the available memory and B is the transfer block size� The integer
sorting algorithm is an in�place algorithm� requiring no additional working space� As a result� we
obtain an e�cient algorithm for approximate iceberg�queries� which requires only very few passes
over the data �depending on the integer sorting algorithm� and requires no additional working disk
space� It is interesting to note that � passes using the simple adaptation of the concise sampling
algorithm� could be reduced to  lgM�B � passes� using our integer sorting�based algorithm�

A one�pass algorithm

A tougher challenge is to compute approximate iceberg queries in one�pass over the sequence
without materializing the sequence� using a limited amount of memory and working disk space�
The challenge includes reducing the amount of I�Os to the local disk and using the limited available
memory in an e�cient manner�

Our second algorithm accepts this challenge and computes the approximation query while per�
forming only one pass over the sequence� Hence� it can be applied on�line for streaming data�
without accessing a data base� and without materializing data sets that are speci�ed implicitly�
The algorithm takes the partitioning approach as well but rather than sorting the sequence and
deal with each partition separately� it maintains all concise samples �one for each partition� simul�
taneously� Since memory constraints may prevent all concise samples to be held together in main
memory� the algorithm resorts to additional working disk space� The main memory then serves as
a bu�er for the concise samples which now reside on disk� As long as the memory su�ces� it holds
all the inserts that were supposed to be to the concise samples� hence delaying their update and
reducing the number of I�Os to the disk� Once becoming full� we stream the largest partition from
memory into the disk� As a technical note� the memory available for each concise sample is also
a parameter that needs to be resolved based on some trade�o� and we show how it is used in an
optimal way�

Some features of the new algorithms

We give rigorous analysis for the guarantees of both algorithms� We show that� under reasonable
assumptions that occur in many practical cases� our one�pass algorithmperforms a constant number
of accesses to the working space for each block in the sequence� The analysis is for a worst�case
distribution of frequencies in the input data set �in which most frequencies are near the threshold
frequencies�� In most cases� the distribution of the input data set would be more favorable� and





the performance �both in terms of time execution� accuracy and con�dence� would be substantially
better� This is supported by experiments on U�S� census data and on synthetic data generated by
the IBM test data generator� The �nal paper will include more experiments on larger and other
types of data sets�

The algorithms e�ciently compute the iceberg queries� guaranteeing that the speci�ed param�
eters are satis�ed for any input data� and any given memory constraints� These are features which
are not guaranteed by current techniques� The algorithms can be used to provide quick and rough
estimates for iceberg queries� and gradually re�ne the estimates until reaching satisfactory bounds�
or complete and exact solutions similar to the framework of on�line aggregation �HHW��	� Hence�
our algorithms enables us to derive at exact solutions with enhanced performance �since guarantees
that the data set is of prespeci�ed characteristics��

If the sequence is materialized and can be accessed more than once� then we realized an algorithm
that can sort in�place the data e�ciently and then perform one pass over the data to answer the
query� Note that in this latter case� subsequent executions of the algorithm can be executed in only
one pass over the data� since it is already sorted� In fact� the bucket sorting�based algorithm can
be naturally adapted to provide gradually re�ned approximations� After every pass� the quality of
output improves in terms of accuracy and con�dence�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � presents concise sample and analyzes their
performance in detail� Section  de�nes approximate iceberg queries� and outlines the partition�
based approach we take in solving it� Section � and � detail the in�place and one�pass algorithms�
respectively� Section � shows how to extend both algorithms to provide exact answers and how
to extend the in�place algorithm to provide gradually improving answers� Section � describe the
experiments and conclusions are provided in Section ��

� Concise samples

In this section we present concise samples as introduced in �GM��a	 but we give a more detailed
analysis including studying their limitations in detail� We will use concise samples as a basic
ingredient in the algorithms we develop in later sections and the analysis will be used to optimize
the design of our algorithms� Consider the class of queries that ask for the frequently occurring
values for an attribute in a sequence of size N � A possible synopsis data structure is the set of
attribute values in a uniform random sample of the items in the sequence
 any value occurring
frequently in the sample is returned in response to the query� However� note that any value
occurring frequently in the sample is a wasteful use of available space� We can represent k copies
of the same value v as the pair hv� ki� thereby freeing up space for k � � additional sample points�
Formally we have


De�nition ��� A concise sample is a uniform random sample of a sequence such that values
appearing more than once in the sample are represented as a value and a count�

Concise samples are never worse than traditional samples� and can be exponentially or more
better depending on the data distribution� A concise sample can be viewed as a sequence S
 S �
fhv�� c�i� � � � � hvj� cji� vj��� � � �vlg� We denote the sample size and footprint of S as
 sample�size�S� �

i� j �
Pj

i�� ci� and footprint�S� � l� j� The sample size is the number of elements selected to be
in the sample� The footprint is the space consumed�

Computation� We describe an algorithm from �GM��a	 for extracting a concise sample of
footprint at most m� from a sequence� First� set up an entry threshold r �initially �� for new items
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to be selected for the sample� Let S be the current concise sample and consider a new item x�
With probability ��r� we add x to S as follows
 We do a lookup on x in S� if it is represented
by a pair� we increment its count� Otherwise� if x is a singleton in S� we create a pair� hx� �i�
or if it is not in S� we create a singleton hxi� In these latter two cases we have increased the
footprint by �� so if the footprint for S was already equal to the prede�ned footprint bound m�
then we need to evict existing sample points to create room� In order to create room� we raise the
threshold to some r� and then subject each sample point in S to this higher threshold� Speci�cally�
each of the sample�size�S� sample points is evicted with probability � � r�r�� We expect to have
sample�size�S� � ��� r�r�� sample points evicted� Note that the footprint is only decreased when a
hvalue� counti pair reverts to a singleton or when a value is removed altogether� If the footprint
has not decreased� we raise the threshold and try again� Subsequent inserts are selected for the
sample with probability ��r�� It was shown in �GM��a	 that for any sequence of insertions� the
above algorithm maintains a concise sample�

The algorithm maintains a concise sample regardless of the sequence of increasing thresholds
used� Thus� there is a complete �exibility in deciding� when raising the threshold� what the new
threshold should be� A large raise may evict more than is needed to reduce the sample footprint
below its upper bound� resulting in a smaller sample�size than there would be if the sample footprint
matches the upper bound� On the other hand� evicting more than is needed creates room for
subsequent additions to the concise sample� so the procedure for creating room runs less frequently�
Note that instead of �ipping a coin for each item� we can �ip a coin that determines how many
such items can be skipped before the next item encountered must be placed in the sample �as in
Vitter�s reservoir sampling AlgorithmX �Vit��	�
 the probability of skipping over exactly i elements
is ��� ��r�i � ���r�� As r gets large� this results in a signi�cant savings in the number of coin �ips�

��� Using concise samples for reporting frequent items

We consider applying concise samples to approximating queries of the type
 given a sequence�
report items whose frequency exceeds a prede�ned frequency� s� We can choose to report frequent
items in the following manner


Reporting frequent items� Once a concise sample has been extracted from a sequence� we
report all pairs with counts at least � in the sample� where � � s�r� Consider a value v whose
frequency in the sequence is fv � Since a concise sample maintains that each item is inserted into
the sample with probability of ��r� we expect that the count of v in the sample will be fv�r� Thus�
for every item in the sample whose count is �� we estimate that its frequency in the sequence is at
least � � r�

Since concise sample is an approximation� we want to quantify its use for reporting frequent
items� Assume we want items whose frequency exceeds some frequency sp to be reported and we
do not want items whose frequency is below some frequency sn to be reported� We want to be
able to measure the two errors that are then produced by the approximation
 ��� �false negatives�
� those items whose frequency is above sp that are not reported� and ��� �false positives� � those
items whose frequency is below sn that are reported� Throughout the paper we denote cp as the
probability that every item whose frequency is above sp is reported �so �� cp is about the fraction
of false negatives� and cn as the probability that every item whose frequency is below sn is not
reported �so ��cn is about the fraction of false positives�� We call these probabilities the reporting
con�dence level and the non�reporting con�dence level� respectively� For a given � and r� we can
either specify sp and sn and derive the corresponding cp and cn or vice versa� In the next lemma
we show how this derivation is computed�
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Lemma ��� Let S be an arbitrary sequence and let r be the current threshold for a concise sample�
Then�

�� Let �p be the count in the sample above which we report items� Then� for any �p� � � �p � ��
the probability that a value v with frequency fv� such that fv � r�p���� �p�� is reported� will

be at least �� e
��p

��p
�����p� �

�� Let �n be the count in the sample below which we do not report items� Then� for any �n�
� � �n� the probability that a value v with frequency fv� such that fv � r�n��� � �n�� is not

reported� will be less than e
��n

��n
�����n� �

Proof� We use Cherno� bounds� Recall that Cherno� bounds state that for a sequence of inde�
pendent Bernoulli trials� Xi� with probabilities Pi� 	 � E�

P
Xi	 �

P
Pi� the number of successful

trials Y satis�es


�� Pr�Y � ��� ��		 � e
����
�

�� Pr�Y � �� � ��		 � e
����
�

Consider a value v whose frequency� fv � is fv � r�p���� �p�� Recall that in a concise sample� each
item is inserted with probability ��r� It follows that the expected number of successful trials for v
is
 	v � fv�r � �p���� �p�� and hence� substituting 	 in equation � we obtain


Pr�Y � �p	 � Pr�Y � ��� �p�	v	 � e
��p

��p
�����p� � Pr�Y 
 �p	 
 �� e

��p
��p

�����p�

Similarly� consider a value whose frequency� fv � is fv � r�n��� � �n�� It follows that 	v � fv�r �
�n��� � �n�� and hence

Pr�Y � �n	 � Pr�Y � �� � �n�	v 	 � e
��n

��n
�����n�

From the lemma above� we can see that there is a tradeo�
 we can set only one parameter in
each of the pairs hsp� cpi� hsn� cni thereby imposing the value of the other parameter� In Section 
we show how to extend concise sample to give the user control over all four parameters�

Since sp and sn are such essential parameters we want to study their relationship with cp and
cn more carefully� More speci�cally� we show how to compute the coe�cients tp � �p���� �p� and
tn � �n��� � �n� since� as can be seen in Lemma ���� they factor the threshold� r� in computing
sp and sn from cp and cn� Throughout the paper we refer to tp and tn as the positive con�dence
coe�cient� and the negative con�dence coe�cient� respectively� In the following lemma we show
how tp and tn are computed�

Lemma ��� Let S be an arbitrary sequence� r be the current threshold for the concise sample�
Then�

�� Let �p be the count in the sample above which we report items and let � � ln��� cp�� If we
set tp� as�

tp �
�p

�� �p
where �p �

� �
q
�� � ���p

�p

then any value v� whose frequency� fv� is fv � rtp� will be reported with a probability of at
least cp�
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�� Let �n be the count in the sample below which we do not report items and let � � ln��� cn��
If we set tn� as�

tn �
�n

� � �n
where �n �

�� �
p
��� � ����n
��n

then any value v� whose frequency� fv� is fv � rtn� will not be reported with a probability of
at least cn�

Proof� Using Lemma ���� the �rst part is this
 for any value v� with frequency fv � such that
fv � r�p���� �p� where � � �p � �� we comply with the reporting con�dence level cp so that


�� e
��p

��p
�����p� � cp

Substituting � and applying simple algebra we achieve


�p
��p � ���p � �� � �

Since � � cp � � it follows that � � � and thus

��
p
������p
�p

� � imposing


�p �
� �

q
�� � ���p

�p

Similarly� the second part is this
 for any value v� with frequency fv� such that fv � r�n��� � �n�
where �n 
 �� we comply with the non�reporting con�dence level cn so that


e
��n

��n
�����n� � �� cn

We obtain the result using a similar computation as done for the �rst part�
As stated earlier� we will use concise samples as a basic ingredient for approximating the general

case query for �nding frequent items in a given sequence� In the algorithms we develop we give the
user control over the con�dence level by which items are reported� We allow the user to set the
pairs hsp� cpi and hsn� cni which specify that every item whose frequency in the sequence is above
sp is reported with a probability of at least cp and every item whose frequency is below sn is not
reported with a probability of at least cn� The actual values depend on the speci�c application�
In applications in which it is crucial to minimize the errors� the gap between sp and sn will be
small resulting in a larger memory requirement for our algorithms� In applications in which we
are mainly concerned with the positive items� the gap will be larger and would result in enhanced
performance� We address these issues in the experimentation section� and show the tradeo�s there�

��� Estimating the concise sample gain

As explained in the previous section� a concise sample is never worse than a traditional sample
and thus the sample size is always greater than the actual memory footprint and can typically
be much greater depending on the data distribution� The gain achieved by using concise samples
over traditional samples is the measure of the ratio between the sample size and the footprint� In
�GM��a	 it was shown that for any data set� when using a concise sample S with sample�size m�

and footprint M � the expected gain is


E�m� �M 	 �
m�X
k��

����k
�
m�

k

�
Fk
nk

�



where Fk is the frequency moments de�ned as Fk �
P

j n
k
j � j is taken over the values represented in

the set and nj is the number of set elements of value j� We derive a bound for the gain depending
only on F� which is the number of distinct items in the sequence� We use a pessimistic case in
which all the multiplicities of the items are the same and arrive at a lower bound for the sample
size� This bound will later be used to analyze the performance of our algorithms for approximating
iceberg queries� We show this in the next lemma


Lemma ��� Let S be an arbitrary sequence� let F� be the number of distinct items in S� let M be
the footprint for a concise sample maintained on S and let m� be the sample size such that m� � �N �
Then� m� satis�es�

E�m�� � ��� ��

�
M �

M�

�F�

�

Proof� We assume a worst case scenario in which the multiplicities of all F� distinct items in S

are the same
 N�F�� where N is the size of the data set� We describe a simple probabilistic process
which generates a uniform random sample S � of S� so that the number of distinct values in S � is
M � and we then evaluate m� � jS�j� To generate S�� we repeatedly select uniformly at random an
item from S� until the number of distinct values in S� reaches M � The process can be considered
as consisting of M phases� where phase i begins immediately after the number of distinct values in
S� has become i� �� and ends when the ith new value is selected� Let si be the number of steps in
phase i� Then� clearly

m� �
MX
i��

si

Let X � N�F�� The probability �i of selecting a new value in phase i is

�i � XF� �X�i� ��

XF� �m�
�

XF� �X�i� ��

XF���� ��
�

F� � �i� ��

F���� ��

and therefore

E�si� � ���i �
F���� ��

F� � �i� ��
� ��� ��

�
� �

i� �

F� � �i� ��

�
� ��� ��

�
� �

i� �

F�

�

Hence�

E�m�� �
MX
i��

E�si� � ��� ��

�
M �

MX
i��

i� �

F�

�
� ��� ��

�
M �

M�

�F�

�

Note that when F� approaches N � the expected sample size becomes close to the footprint since
in this extreme case there can be no gain from using concise samples� As a technical note� when
the sampling is done with replacements the sample size satis�es

E�m�� �
�
M �

M�

�F�

�

We now evaluate the threshold r maintained by the concise sample and its relationship to the
sequence size N and the memory footprint M � Since the threshold� r� is raised in accordance to
the sample size� it will satisfy

r � N�m� � �NF�
��� ��M�M � �F��

�



� Approximating Iceberg Queries

In this section we present the problem at hand formally and outline the general idea of our ap�
proaches to solving it� The analysis and techniques given in this section will be used in Section �
and � where our two detailed algorithms are presented� We present the problem more formally

Input A sequence� S� of N items� a memory bound M � frequencies sp and sn and con�dence levels
cp and cn�
Output A list of items such that every item whose frequency exceeds sp in S is included with
a probability of at least cp and every item whose frequency is below sn in S is excluded with a
probability of at least cn�

We now give an example that illustrates the use of the above parameters� Assume that we
have a sequence� S� of size N � A typical application can be interested in �nding items in S whose
frequency is above ����� Furthermore� we can specify that we want the query to report at least
��� of all items whose frequency exceeds ����� In this case we set sp to ���� and cp to ����
To avoid unwanted reports� we can also specify that we want ��� of all items whose frequency is
below ��� to be excluded from the report� by setting cn to ��� and sn to ���� Another typical
application can set sn to ���� and cn to ���� meaning that at least ��� of all reported items
exceed a frequency of �����

The algorithms we present use concise samples since they are powerful in answering the above
query using a con�ned memory� However� as shown in the previous section� we can control only
one parameter in each of the pairs hsp� cpi� hsn� cni simultaneously� Thus� given all the above as
constraints� it should be clear that one concise sample may be insu�cient in providing control over
all the parameters as required�

To emphasize this� let r be the entry threshold for a concise sample� Recall that each item is
drawn into the sample with probability of ��r� It is fairly easy to note that an item must have a
frequency of at least r in order to have a good chance at getting into the sample� In fact� as shown
in the previous section� in order to comply with a given con�dence level� r must be factored by
some constant �tp and tn for the reporting and non�reporting con�dence levels� respectively�� For
instance� if we want a reporting con�dence level of at least ��� then tp � �� This means that for
an item to be reported with a con�dence level of at least ���� its minimum frequency must be � �r
which can typically be � �N�m�� where m� is the sample size of the concise sample�

Note that there is an interval that includes items whose frequency is between sp and sn� in
which the probability that an item will be reported is unknown� To receive more controlled results
we would like to minimize this interval as much as we can� Since the footprint is prede�ned�
it is easy to observe that as the size of the sequence increases the concise sampling algorithm
looses �exibility and for increasing cp and cn we will require the interval between sp and sn to
increase� resulting in reduced accuracy� Conversely� for a diminishing interval� we impose decreasing
cp andcn� We therefore conclude that in the general case� concise samples cannot cope with a
memory footprint constraint combined with a constraint of either a prede�ned con�dence level
or a prede�ned frequency threshold� It is thus required to develop algorithms that achieve this
�exibility�

Our strategy will therefore be a divide and conquer technique
 We compute the maximum
sequence size for which we could answer the query under the given constraints� We then partition the
sequence into subsequences of fairly equal size using a hash�based partition� All instances of a given
item will be partitioned into the same subsequence� resulting in value�independent subsequences�
The problem of �nding frequent items is then reduced to �nding frequent items in each subsequence
and combining the results� Since the size of each partition is such that a single concise sample can
be maintained for it� within the speci�ed constraints� we now �nd the frequent items in each
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subsequence by maintaining a single concise sample for it� In e�ect� partitioning the sequence
results in reducing r� since we saw� in the previous section� that r is proportional to the size of the
sequence�

In Section �� we show how the maximum partition size is computed� In Section �� we explain
how the partition is done into equal sized subsequences� The analysis and techniques given in these
sections will be used in both our algorithms presented in Sections � and ��

��� Computing the maximum sequence size for a single concise sample

Until now� we have treated false positives and false negatives separately� As explained above� our
goal is to give the user control over all parameters simultaneously� The implication of this in a
concise sample is that �n � �p � �� since we can only choose one count in the sample above which
items will be reported and below which items will not be reported� Subjecting all our analysis so
far to this constraint will result in the combined query as required� Hence� the analysis provided
here will be used in the following sections when we present the two algorithms�

We now show how to compute the maximum partition size that can be handled in a single
concise sample� given the frequency thresholds� memory size and con�dence levels as constraints�
The maximum partition size will be used to determine the number of partitions into which we will
divide the sequence� in order to satisfy the above constraints� Throughout the paper� let 	� be the
expected sample size
 	� � E�m�	� Clearly� for a concise sample with threshold r� 	� � N�r�

Lemma ��� For a reporting con�dence level cp� a non�reporting con�dence level cn� a minimum
frequency threshold sp and a maximum frequency threshold sn� we can maintain a concise sample
with threshold r� for a sequence of size at most N � � min�sp	

��tp� sn	
��tn� where tp and tn are the

con�dence coe�cients as computed in Lemma ����

Proof� Given the above constraints� we shall see the maximum sequence size imposed by hsp� cpi
and hsn� cni separately and then subject the combined maximum sequence size to the minimum of
both� For sp and cp� we want items of frequency at least sp to be reported with con�dence level cp�
Using Lemma ��� it is su�cient to have


sp � rtp �
N �tp
	�

thus� for any sequence of size at most N � � sp	
��tp we can maintain a concise sample satisfying

sp and cp� Similarly� to satisfy sn and cn� we must use a sequence of size at most
 N � � sn	
��tn�

Combining the results� in order to satisfy all the above constraints� we must use a sequence of size
at most


N � � min�sp	
��tp� sn	

��tn�

From the lemma above� we observe that in order to satisfy the above constraints for a sequence
of size N the number of equal size partitions can be at most
 N��	��� where � � min�sp�tp� sn�tn��

��� Hash�based partitioning

In this section we show how to partition the sequence given as input the number of partitions
required� The sequence must be partitioned such that all instances of an item will be partitioned
together� This will result in independent subsequences and e�ectively reduces the problem into
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smaller sub�problems� Our goal is to divide the sequence into partitions as nearly equal as possible
to each other in terms of the number of distinct items in each partition�

Given the number of partitions� k� and a sequence comprised of items fa�� a�� � � �ang� we use a
mapping function� f � such that
 f 
 fa�� � � �ang � f� � � �kg� Then� partition j will be
 faijf�ai� �
jg� It is left to study that we can choose f such that for any given sequence and k� f will partition
the sequence into fairly equal partitions� We will select the function f at random from a class of
universal hash functions �CW��	� For instance� f could be a linear hash function� or a multiplicative
hash function �Knu�	 �which was recently shown to be ��universal��

It can be shown that with high probability� regardless of the data distribution� the number
of di�erent values mapped by f to every partition is the same� within a small order error� If we
only consider items whose frequency is well below the average size of a partition� then again� with
high probability� the number of items mapped by f to every partition is the same� within a small
order error� The same statement does not necessarily apply to items whose frequencies are at the
order of the average partition size� We note� however� that such items are to be reported �w�h�p��
in their respective concise sample� Recall that the analysis given for concise sample is for worst
case distribution� in which items to be reported have frequencies near the threshold frequency� For
the purpose of the hash�partition analysis� we will assume that frequencies are indeed bounded
by near threshold frequencies� and note that if an item is reported� then having actually a higher
frequency does not in�uence the performance of concise sampling technique for these items nor for
other items� The reason being that once an item is selected to be in the sample and exceeds the
count of �� any subsequent selection of the same item increases the count� but has no e�ect on the
footprint usage� A detailed analysis and proof of the above will be given in the full paper�

� In�place algorithm

We �rst describe an e�cient sorting algorithm developed in a companion paper for in�place sorting
in external memory that we will use for the algorithm�

In�place sorting in external memory� Let N be the size of the sequence to sort� B be the
transfer block size� M be the available memory and k be the number of distinct items in the
sequence� Compute the maximum number of transfer block sizes that can simultaneously �t into
memory� bM�Bc� Then� sort the sequence into bM�Bc buckets� by the following steps
 initially
count the number of distinct items for each of the bM�Bc buckets� next� load bM�Bc blocks� one
from each bucket� from their �nal positions in the sorted sequence and swap items between buckets�
when a block is full from items belonging to its bucket� write that block to disk and load the next
block for that bucket� The sorting ends when we �nished reading the whole sequence� In the case
that k 
 bM�Bc� perform this same sorting technique for each of the sorted buckets� It is easy to
note that the whole sequence is sorted after lgk sorting iterations� In a companion paper �MS��	 we
show that the number of I�Os performed in such a sort is at most O�N�B lgbM�Bc k�� Speci�cally
we show the following


Theorem ��� We can sort in place a sequence residing on disk while the number I�O accesses is
at most�

min�d�N�Me � lgk� dN�Be � lgbM�Bc k�

We are now ready to present the in�place algorithm� The general idea is this
 �rst compute the
number of partitions required as shown in Lemma ��� Next� in�place sort the sequence according
to the partitions� using the above sorting algorithm� Note that at this point we have partitions�
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each containing a distinct set of values and a size that is less than the maximum size that can be
handled in a single concise sample� We now perform one pass over the sequence and maintain a
concise sample for each partition separately� while reusing memory� We report the frequent items
found in each partition and combine the results�

In�place algorithm

let L equal the number of partition required� Compute L �see Lemma ���
sort the items into L partitions using the in�place sorting algorithm
let item buffer be a bu�er into which we load items from the sequence� initialized to the �rst bu�er in the sorted
let partition number be the examined partition� initialized to �

while �item buffer is not the last bu�er in the sequence�
if the item buffer is done with then load the next bu�er into item buffer

if the item encountered is not in partition number then
output items in the concise sample that passed the con�dence test and clean the sample
partition number ��

maintain a concise sample that includes the item
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Figure �
 Finding large item sets using bucket sorting

In the following theorem we provide an analysis of the algorithm� For simplicity� we assume
that the memory bound is at least twice the transfer block size� We later show the additional
re�nement required when this is not the case�

Theorem ��� Let S be a sequence of size N � M be the memory bound� B be the transfer block
size� sp be the minimum frequency threshold� sn be the maximum frequency threshold� cp be the
reporting con�dence level and cn be the non�reporting con�dence level� Then� under the assumption
that the memory bound is at least twice the transfer block size� the above algorithm answers the
approximation query for �nding frequent items with a total number of disk accesses less than�

min

�
d�N
B
e � lgL� dN

B
e lgbMB c L

�
�
N

B
�

where L � N�min�sp	��tp� sn	��tn�� and 	� is the expected sample size for each concise sample
maintained in the algorithm�

Proof� To show that this algorithm indeed answers the approximation query� it su�ces to show
that every item is monitored by a single concise sample� for the given constraints� Observe that
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when we run over the sorted sequence� we maintain a concise sample for each partition using
a memory bound of M � B� Since the number of partitions are computed in accordance with
Lemma ��� a suitable concise sample is maintained for each partition� We conclude that each item
is matched to exactly one partition and that all partitions are examined and hence� each item is
handled in exactly one concise sample�
We divide the disk accesses into two parts
 the �rst is the sorting part� where the number of disk
accesses� obtained from a companion paper using the assumption that M 
 �B� is at most


min

�
d�N
B
e � lgL� dN

B
e lgbMB c L

�

The second part is for the running pass over the sorted sequence� To minimize the disk accesses
we allocate a memory of size B for reading items from the sequence� This results in an additional
N�B disk accesses� By combining both disk accesses computed we obtain the claim in the theorem�

For example� when M 
 LB� the total number of disk accesses is �N�B which is the minimum
disk accesses required to run over the sequence � times�

When the memory bound is less than twice the transfer block size a slight change in the analysis
is required� Instead of the �rst addendum in Theorem ��� we require the full formula from our
companion paper
 min� �N lgL

min�M���B�� total disk accesses� As for the second addendum� we need to
divide the memory bound in two
 one part for maintaining a concise sample of size m� and another
part for the bu�er size� denoted m� into which we load items from the sequence� The second
addendum will therefore be
 N�m�� There is a tradeo� in deciding the ratio between the two

while increasing the size of the latter results in less disk accesses when maintaining the concise
samples� it increases the number of buckets and thus the disk accesses required for the sorting
process�

� One pass algorithm

In this section we develop a technique to solve the problem without sorting the sequence while
performing only one pass on the sequence and with the use of working space on disk� if required�
We assume that the size of the sequence� N � is known a priori� In Section ��� we extend the
algorithm to work even when N is not known beforehand while still performing only one pass� In
Section ��� we extend the algorithm to work with tuples without materializing the sequence�

The general idea of the algorithm is this
 �rst compute the number of partitions� L� required
as in lemma �� and derive a hash function that maps all items according to L� For each partition
we maintain a separate concise sample� next� perform one pass over the sequence and monitor each
item encountered by the concise sample to which it belongs� Depending on the maximummemory
allowance� it might be infeasible to maintain all concise samples in memory� In this case we stream
information to working space on disk as we run out of memory� We hold two tables in memory
 a
partition status table that keeps status information about the concise sample maintained by each
partition� and an updates table that serves as a bu�er and keeps all inserts to all concise samples
until it needs to be streamed to disk due to lack of memory� The updates table is streamed when
we run out of memory to hold the table� We formalize the algorithm

Input A sequence� S� of size N � a maximum memory allowance M � reporting con�dence level� cp�
and non�reporting con�dence level� cn� minimum frequency threshold� sp� and maximum frequency
threshold� sn�
Output A list of items such that every item whose frequency exceeds sp in S is included with
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Partition� Item ID Item Count

 A�� �
L B�� �
� A�� �

Table �
 Updates table

a probability of at least cp and every item whose frequency is below sn in S is excluded with a
probability of at least cn�

Memory usage� We maintain two tables in memory� The �rst is a partition status table�
described below� whose size depends on the number of partitions� The second is a dynamic table
that accumulates the updates for each partition�

Updates table� The structure of the table can be seen in Table �� This table serves as a bu�er
for delaying updates to each concise sample� The partition number is the ID of the partition that
the item is hashed into� The Item ID is a short identi�cation of the item and the item count is the
number of occurrences that this item has in the updates table� Note that when implementing the
table there is no need to actually store the partition number since this information can be extracted
by executing the hash function on the item� Also� the count of an item needs to be saved only in
the cases where its count in the updates table is at least two�

Partition status table� The structure of the table can be seen in Table �� Each partition
is numbered and is given an entry in the table� For each partition we store information on its
concise sample status� The threshold� r� de�nes the probability by which an item is inserted into
the partition� The partition size is the total number of items hashed into the partition� Instead of
�ipping a coin for each insert into the sample� we �ip a coin that determines how many such inserts
can be skipped before the next insert must be placed into the sample �As in Vitter�s reservoir
sampling algorithm X �Vit��	� and store that number in the fourth column� Recall that we con�ne
each sample to a maximum footprint� We store the memory footprint left for each sample in the
�fth column� The last column stores the footprint of this partition in the updates table� As we
will see later this information will be useful when streaming the updates table to disk� We denote
this table as PS �partition status� and refer to each entry as PS�partition number� attribute� where
attribute can be one of
 threshold� partition size� Inserts to skip� footprint left or updates footprint�

Tables � and � show a typical snapshot of the algorithm� The updates table consists of three
items� each belonging to its corresponding partition� The count for item B��� for instance� in the
updates table is � and it consumes a footprint of � in the updates table� The partition status table
shows the status of all partitions� For example� partition L currently consumes a footprint of � in
the updates table� due to item B��� The number of inserts to skip in partition � is �� indicating
that the next item encountered belonging to partition � will be inserted into the updates table �and
eventually to the concise sample corresponding to partition number ���

Initializations�

�� Compute the con�dence coe�cients� tp and tn in compliance with the required con�dence
levels cp and cn� respectively� as in Lemma ����

�� Compute the number of partitions� denoted L� as described in lemma ��� The memory
allowance for each bucket� m� is
 m � �B�

p
B� �MB where M is the total memory bound
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Partition� Threshold Partition Size Inserts to skip Footprint Left Updates footprint
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Figure �
 Partition status table

and B is the working space transfer block size� The rest of the memory is reserved for the
updates table�

� Initialize the partition status table� The table contains L entries� For each entry� the threshold
is initially set to N�m� The partition size is set to zero� A coin is �ipped and the number of
inserts to skip is determined for each partition� The footprint left is set to m�

Running the algorithm� When running the algorithm we perform one pass on the sequence�
reading the items one by one� For each item we execute the steps described in the diagram in
Figure �
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Figure 
 Finding Large Item Sets Using External Memory

Streaming the updates table to disk� Depending on the available memory� the updates table
may not be able to maintain all concise samples simultaneously� In this case� as described above�
we work with additional working disk space� On disk we save a concise sample for every partition
keeping each such concise sample contiguous on disk� To minimize the number of disk accesses
to the working disk space� we stream the updates table in a �lazy streaming� method
 whenever
the updates table is full we �nd the partition number whose footprint is the largest in the updates
table� This is done by observing the partition status table which stores the number of items from
each partition� We then handle only this partition� We load its current concise sample from the
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working disk space into memory and update it with all the items belonging to it in the updates
table� Note that the partition size was chosen such that each partition could �t in memory� Thus
we can load into memory a complete concise sample and insert all the corresponding items into it
from the updates table� This results in an e�cient streaming of the updates table into the disk�
The deferred streaming reduces the number of times the streaming is done� since it results in more
sample points being streamed in one update�

Analysis� The above algorithm performs only one pass on the sequence and uses a �xed amount
of memory� This is provided that there is enough working disk space to save all the concise samples�
Note that if there is not enough disk space we can perform more passes on the sequence� and deal
with as many partitions as we can during each such pass� We now compute the total performance
of the algorithm in terms of the maximum memory used and the maximum accesses performed to
the working disk space� For simplicity� we ignore the memory used for storing the partition status
table in our analysis since it is small compared to the size of the updates table and the size left for
the concise sample loaded from disk� The partition status table uses a constant amount of memory
for each partition and thus we can add an additional �L memory to the total memory to count for
the storage of the partition status table�

Theorem ��� Let S be an arbitrary sequence of size N � cp and cn be the reporting and non�
reporting con�dence levels respectively� sp and sn be the minimum and maximum reporting frequen�
cies respectively� M be the available memory and B be the working space block transfer size� Let
� � max�tp�sp� tn�sn�� let � be the average count of an item in the sample and let r be the concise
sample threshold� Then� the above algorithm answers the approximation query for �nding frequent
items in S while�

�� Using a total memory and working disk space of at most� N���

�� The total number of disk accesses to the working disk space are at most�

O
�
�r����

p
MB

�

Proof� For the �rst part� let 	� be the expected number of sample points that we maintain for
each concise sample� Thus� the total expected sample points� M �� maintained for all the partitions
combined is


M � � L	� �
N�

	�
� 	� � N�

where L is the number of partitions computed as shown in Lemma ��� Recall that a concise sample
stores items as a pair of hitemID� itemcounti and thus the storage space for the sample points is
factored down by the average count of an item in the sample� �� Thus� the total memory required
for storing N� sample points is
 N����
For the second part� we need to compute the most e�cient way that a memory bound of size M
can be used in the algorithm�
Let m be the footprint that we allow for each bucket� where m � �M � for some � � � � ��
Let L be the number of partitions computed as in Lemma ��� L � N��	��
Then the memory is divided as follows
 mmemory is always reserved for one partition to fully reside
in memory� Recall that this is required for the streaming process to be able to work e�ciently and
fully load a concise sample from disk into memory� The rest of the memory is left for the updates
table� denoted U � Thus


U � M �m
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The streaming process is done each time the updates table is full and by our lazy streaming approach
at least U�L memory footprint from the updates table is streamed every time� It follows that at
least �U	����Lm� sample points will be streamed every time� As shown above� the total expected
number of sample points� M �� is
 N�� It follows that the total number of times the updates table
is streamed is at most


N�

U	��Lm
�

N�Lm

U	�

In each such streaming we load one partition and thus perform �dmB e accesses to the working space
on disk incurring a total of �N�Lm

U�� � dmB e accesses to the working space on disk� Note that all but
m are given as constraints to the algorithm and we would thus like to choose m such that the total
number of working space disk accesses is minimal� It follows that the total number of disk accesses�
�� is


� � �N�Lm

U	�
� dm
B
e � �N�Lm

U	�
� �m
B

� �� � �N��� � �m

U	��
� �m
B

� ��

We would like to minimize the right hand side of the above equation and since 	� � m� where 
depends on the skewness of the data� it follows that


min

�
�

mU
� �m
B

� ��

�
� min

�
m� B

mBU

�
� m � �B �

p
B� �MB

Then� the number of accesses to te working space satis�es


� � �N�Lm

U	�
� dm
B
e �

�
N�

	�

�
� � ��m�B�

B�M �m�
� where m � �B �

p
B� �MB

by substituting N�	� with r and with some algebra manipulation we obtain


� � O
�
�r����

p
MB

�

We now assume that M � B and F� � M � The �rst assumptions is a common case� since
usually the memory is indeed larger than the transfer block size� The second assumption is trivial�
since in the case of M � F� one concise sample can be maintained in memory to count exactly the
frequencies of all items�

Theorem ��� Let S be an arbitrary sequence of size N containing F� distinct values� let M be
the available memory� and let s � min�sp� sn� where sp and sn are the minimum and maximum
reporting frequencies respectively� Then� under the assumption that M � B and F� � M � we can
maintain� using the above algorithm� a concise sample ful�lling the required con�dence levels with
no more than

O

�
NF�
s�M�

�

accesses to the working space in terms of passes over S�
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Proof� We use Theorem ���� Recall Section ��� where we showed that r satis�es


r � N�m� � �NF�
��� ��M�M � �F��

where � is the fraction of the sample size from N such that m� � �N � When � � ���� the concise
sample counts at least half of the sequence and the problem is trivial� Notice that � was de�ned in
Theorem ��� as � � max�tp�sp� tn�sn�� While tp and tn are typically small constants� sp and sn can
be typically large� depending on the frequencies in which we are interested� Then� by substituting
r with the above bound in theorem ��� and by taking � � ��� we get that the total number of disk
accesses to the working disk space is at most


O

��
�NF��

sM�M � �F��

�
��
p
MB

�

By employing our assumptions and by dividing with N�B we get the number of working space
accesses in terms of passes performed over the whole sequence


O

�
NF�
s�M�

�

Note that in the case where F� � cM � the above bound is O�N��sM��� which means that for all
practical cases� the number of accesses to the local disk is constant per disk block of the sequence�

��� Extension for working on�line

We describe an extension for the algorithm to deal with the case that the size of the sequence is not
known a priori� This extension may be used when the algorithm is required to work fully online�
in a setting where the sequence is streamed and its size is hence not known in advance�

The idea is to initially estimate a size for the sequence and run the algorithm from the previous
section in the same manner while complying to the con�dence� frequencies and memory constraints�
We keep a counter to count the actual size of the sequence� Whenever the actual sequence size
exceeds the estimate we increase our estimate by some factor� In order to still comply with the
given constraints it is then necessary to increase the number of partitions but without rereading the
sequence� In any case� we derive a new hash function to partition the sequence into the increased
number of partitions� We now rearrange all the items currently inserted into all the concise samples
into the new increased number of concise samples� This can be done by taking all items currently
inserted and sorting them according to the new hash function� using our e�cient in�place sorting
algorithm� Note that now� since the number of concise samples has increased� each concise sample
will contain less items and thus the footprint left for each concise sample is increased� As we stream
the sequence� we perform as many such expansions as necessary� When we �nish streaming the
sequence� the combination of all the concise samples is the same as it was if the size of the sequence
was known a priori�

The above method relies on the fact that no matter what the �nal actual size of the sequence
is� the algorithm maintains the answer for the approximation query at any given point� In fact�
this property of the algorithm allows us to report approximations for the sequence in any point of
the algorithm� In the case that the order in which the sequence is streamed is random� a report at
a given point can be fairly accurate�
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��� Extension for working with tuples

We show how to extend our algorithms to work with tuples� The input now consists of records�
each e�ectively representing more than one item and we are interested in frequent items for a given
tuple size� w� For example� we may be receiving records of size � and we are interested in the
frequent items that are triples� Each such record represents �� triples� This is a common case in
many application such as market basket analysis in data mining� clustering and more�

Note that depending on w� we have a blowup in the size of the sequence� Let bi be the tuple
size of the i� th element in the sequence of size N � Then for any w� the number of tuples in the
sequence of size w is


PN
i��

�bi
w

�
�

If we were to expand each tuple into all tuples of size w we are looking for� then the problem
would reduce to the exact problem outlined in Section � However� the blowup in the number of
items can be a large factor of N and thus in database systems it is infeasible to expand every tuple
and thus materialize the sequence� Therefore we can not use the in�place algorithm since it requires
the of the sequence� As it turns out� the one�pass algorithm is suitable for this case and requires
minor modi�cations to �t here�

We run the one�pass algorithm in the same way using working disk space external memory as
described in Section �� The only modi�cation is this
 for every item encountered� extract all the
tuples of size w which it represents� Then subject each such tuple to the same process that each
item goes through in the algorithm of Section ��

Note that the algorithm reduces the problem to the exact one solved by the algorithm in
Section � and therefore indeed answers it under the speci�ed frequencies� con�dence levels and
memory constraints� This is due to the fact that the sequence is handled as if it were expanded on
disk� In fact� the only parameter a�ected in the algorithm from Section � by this approach is the
size of the sequence�

To analyze the performance of the algorithm� note that the only di�erence from Theorem ���
is in the size of the sequence N which is now expanded as shown above� Hence we conclude that
this extended algorithm can answer the approximation query under the same constraints as in
Theorem ��� while


�� Using a total memory and working disk space of at most
 N ����

�� The total number of disk accesses to the working disk space are at most


O
�
�r����

p
MB

�

where � is the average count of an item in the concise sample� r is the threshold of the concise
sample and N � �

PN
i��

�bi
w

�
� Note that if for all i� bi � b� then N � � N � � bw�� The blowup factor

� b
w

�
may be quite signi�cant� It should be clear that r will now depend on N � as opposed to N as in
Theorem ����

� Deriving exact answers

In this section we show how our algorithms can be extended to give exact answers and we show the
performance costs involved� We also show� in Section ��� how the sorting algorithm can be used
to gradually re�ne the approximation until �nally� upon request� derive at exact answers�

In general� both our algorithms may su�er from false positives �items whose frequency is below
sn that are reported� and false negatives �items whose frequency is above sp that are missed�� We
present techniques for eliminating false positives and regaining the false negatives� Depending on
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the type of application� it might be useful to only eliminate false positives or only regain false
negatives and this can be done without a performance degradation� since these are two separate
processes� Also note that in some settings it may be advantageous to initially eliminate the false
positives and report� with high probability� a cp fraction of the items above sp and only then to
regain the false negatives and report them separately�

��� Eliminating false positives

This can be done in both algorithms in an additional pass over the sequence� In both algorithms
we consider only the items that were reported as exceeding a frequency of sp� We perform an
additional pass over the sequence and measure the exact count of all these items� Items whose
count is below sp are deleted in this post�processing phase from the set of items that we report�

For the sorting based algorithm� we use the sequence that we already sorted� We perform one
pass and for each segment of the sequence �each segment is a partition into which the sequence
was sorted� consider only those items reported for that segment� Since the number of items never
exceeds the available memory �recall that this is how the concise samples were designed� this process
is very e�cient since it requires no additional working space�

For the algorithm that uses working space� we have the items that we wish to measure residing
on blocks on the working space on disk� Note that we wish to measure the count of only those
items that were reported� If all the reported items �t into memory then we can initially load these
items and perform one pass over the sequence while measuring the count of these items� However�
if this is not the case then we have two alternatives


�� perform one pass over the data and swap blocks on working space as required�

�� perform more than one pass over the data while in each pass we load as many reported items
as we can into memory�

There are tradeo�s� of course� and the best approach is probably using a hybrid approach� The
exact tradeo�s are subject of an on going research that we are currently conducting�

In any case� by eliminating the false positives we report only items that indeed exceed the
frequency threshold sp� As shown in Lemma ���� we expect that a cp fraction of all items that
indeed exceed sp to be reported�

��� Regaining false negatives

After eliminating the false positives we are left� with a high probability� with at least a cp fraction
of the items that indeed exceed the frequency threshold� When trying to regain those items that
were missed� we can disregard all those items that are already reported and thus� with a high
probability� we are seeking for no more than a �� cp fraction of the total items that exceed sp�

To regain the items that were missed� we run the same techniques as in �FSGM���	� except
that they can now be run with enhanced performance� This is due to the fact that those techniques
hash items into buckets and eliminate buckets whose count did not exceed the frequency threshold�
Thus� the more frequent items are eliminated� the better these algorithms will perform� Hence� by
disregarding frequent items which we already identi�ed� we can use these algorithms with enhanced
performance�

We can clearly see a tradeo� in using this technique� If we initially execute our algorithm in
search for lower frequencies� we can achieve higher performance when executing the algorithms from
�FSGM���	 but this degrades performance in our algorithms� We raise the question of deriving at
an optimal algorithm and study this question in our on going research�
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��� Gradually re�ning the approximation

We show how the in�place algorithm can be used to gradually re�ne the approximation� until �nally�
upon request� deriving at exact answers� The sorting phase of the in�place algorithm may perform
more than one pass over the sequence when sorting it� The actual number of passes depends over
the available memory for the sorting process� Note that by the nature of the in�place sorting
algorithm� after the i� th pass on the sequence� the sequence is sorted into �M�B�i partitions� The
sorting ends� of course� when �M�B�i � L where L is the number of partitions into which we were
aiming the sort�

We observe that the in�place sorting algorithm actually sorts the sequence gradually� until �nally
the sequence is sorted into the required number of partitions� We take advantage of this feature
to derive an approximation algorithm� that gradually re�nes its answers until �nally it can even
reach at exact answers� After each iteration of the sort� we perform an additional pass over the
sequence and maintain a concise sample for each partition� Since the sequence is still not sorted
into the required number of partitions� it is of course not guaranteed that the samples maintained
will satisfy the required approximation parameters� However� we can report the frequent items that
we �nd and even the con�dence levels that are currently satis�ed� After each iteration� the number
of partitions is further re�ned and hence� the accuracy of each concise sample increases� resulting
in a better approximation for each iteration of the sorting algorithm� If an exact answer is �nally
required� then the sorting phase can further re�ne the sort until each partition is small enough to
be fully counted in memory� resulting in an exact answer�

Clearly� executing a concise sample pass after each iteration of the sorting algorithmwill degrade
the total performance of the algorithm� since we perform more passes over the sequence� On the
other hand� in settings in which gradual improving approximations are handy� this algorithm is
useful� We can even give the user control over the number of sorting iterations to perform before
executing a concise sample phase� This will give the user better control over the performance of
the algorithm�

� Experiments

We conducted a number of experiments comparing the accuracy and overheads of the algorithms
introduced in Sections � and Section �� We tested with two types of data
 synthetic data generated
by the IBM test data generator �http
��www�almaden�ibm�com�cs�quest� and U�S� census data
�http
��icg�fas�harvard�edu��census�� All experiments were run on a Pentium�� �� Mhz� ���MB
RAM machine�

The census data used consists of � �K records with �� columns in each record� We have
tested the algorithm from Section � while identifying pairs of frequent items in the data� The total
number of pairs was � ���M including � ��K di�erent pairs� Since the algorithm computes
approximates for the real answers� we are interested in testing the accuracy of the results as well
as the performance� Figure � shows the accuracy of the results when the algorithm was run
with di�erent con�dence levels and with di�erent frequency thresholds� The results show that
the approximate answer was correct within less than ���� of error� This is true even when the
algorithm was run with a cp � ��� con�dence level� The reason is that our computations for
con�dence levels ignore the skewness of the data� i�e� the coe�cient is determined only by items
whose frequency is equal to the minimum frequency threshold speci�ed� Items exceeding this
frequency will actually have a much higher con�dence at the computed coe�cient� We can therefore
conclude that performance can be enhanced by using less working disk space if the skewness of the
data is known a priori�
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Figures � and � show the number of false reports and the number of in�gap reports for each
of the various con�dence levels while the gap �the relative di�erence between the upper frequency
threshold� sp� and the lower frequency threshold� sn� was set to ���� The number of false reports
was much less than expected for the di�erent con�dence levels� due to a similar assumption in the
calculations as explained above� Nevertheless� it can be observed that at lower con�dence levels
the number of false reports increased� as expected�

Since the algorithm completes only one pass on the data� the performance is bounded by the
number of I�Os performed and the amount of working disk space used� Figures � and � show�
respectively� the total number of disk accesses and the total footprint consumed� As can be seen�
there are major di�erences in the number of disk accesses and working space consumed between the
various con�dence levels� The results encourage us to further research in the direction of adaptive
techniques since we can see that the amount of working space used is less than expected� This is due
to the fact that when calculating the coe�cients we ignore the fact that a concise sample is e�cient
in storing sample points� i�e� the fact that the average count for an item in the sample exceeds �
causing the total footprint consumed to fall below the expected� Again� a better knowledge of the
skewness of the data could help in devising more e�cient algorithms�

Figures �� and � show the performance degradations as the gap is reduced� That is� we show
how the footprint consumed and the number of disk accesses vary as a factor of the gap between
the upper frequency threshold and the lower frequency threshold It can be observed that as the gap
is reduced the performance in both measures degrades� This is expected� since we need a larger
sample and thus a greater number of buckets as the range is modi�ed� We can also see how these
changes are intensi�ed at each of the con�dence levels�

� Conclusions

We have proposed the problem of computing approximate iceberg queries and developed e�cient
algorithms to compute them as well as algorithms for computing exact iceberg queries� We have
realized our algorithms by a hash based partitioning technique
 the data set is partitioned using
a hash function into value independent subsets� resulting with suitably smaller independent sub�
problems that can be handled e�ectively with guaranteed performance� The answer to the query
is then the combined answer of each of the individual partitions� Our algorithms use as a basic
ingredient concise samples as presented in �GM��a	�

More speci�cally� we realized two algorithms� The �rst algorithm is based on sorting the
sequence into the required number of partitions� Then� one pass over the sequence scans each
partition at a time� allowing to hold in memory the concise sample of only one sub�problem at a
time� without con�icts� The sorting is based on an integer�sorting algorithm derived in a companion
paper �MS��	� which is proved to be substantially faster than general sorting� when the number
of distinct keys to sort by �hence� in this application� the number of partitions� is relatively small
compared to the size of the sequence� The integer sorting algorithm is an in�place algorithm�
requiring no additional working space�

Our second algorithm computes the approximation query while performing only one pass over
the sequence� Hence� it can be applied on�line for streaming data� without accessing a data base� and
without materializing data sets that are speci�ed implicitly� The algorithm takes the partitioning
approach as well but rather than sorting the sequence and deal with each partition separately� it
maintains all concise samples �one for each partition� simultaneously� Since memory constraints
may prevent all concise samples to be held together in main memory� the algorithm resorts to
additional working disk space� The main memory then serves as a bu�er for the concise samples
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which now reside on disk� As long as the memory su�ces� it holds all the inserts that were supposed
to be to the concise samples� hence delaying their update and reducing the number of I�Os to the
disk� Once full� we stream the largest partition from memory into the disk� We have also shown
how memory can be used in an optimal way in this setting�

We gave rigorous analysis for the guarantees of both algorithms� It is important to note�
however� that as can be seen in our experiments� the analysis is for a worst�case distribution of
frequencies in the input data set �in which most frequencies are near the threshold frequencies�� In
most cases� the distribution of the input data set would be more favorable� and the performance
�both in terms of time execution� accuracy and con�dence� would be substantially better� This is
supported by experiments on U�S� census data and on synthetic data generated by the IBM test
data generator� We are thus encouraged to investigate adaptive techniques that can exploit the
more favorable data distributions� We are currently conducting extensive experiments on larger
data sets� The results will be reported in the �nal version of this paper�

Comparison between the two algorithms

In analyzing both algorithms we notice advantages and disadvantages when applying each of them�
The bucket sorting based algorithm performs the approximation in one pass over the sequence after
initially sorting the sequence and without the need for additional working disk space� Thus� its
performance depends primarily on the sorting performance� The sorting performance depends on
the available memory� which a�ects the number of buckets that can be sorted in each pass on the
sequence� and hence a�ects the total number of I�Os performed� As the cost of an I�O operation
to the sequence decreases� this algorithm performs better� The algorithm also performs an in�place
sort and thus does not require additional storage space� In very large databases� this can be crucial�
In addition we have shown how to extend this algorithm to provide quick and rough estimates for
iceberg queries� and gradually re�ne the estimates until reaching satisfactory bounds� or complete
and exact solutions� This extension is very intuitive by the nature of the bucket sorting algorithm�
which sorts the sequence gradually
 after the the i� th pass over the data set� the sequence is fully
sorted into �M�B�i keys� We have shown that we can utilize this feature of the sorting algorithm
and after every sorting pass� execute a pass that maintains a concise sample for each partition�
This results in gradually improved approximations that could be re�ned until an exact answer is
achieved�

The one pass algorithm computes the approximation while performing only one pass over the
sequence without materializing the sequence� Thus� it can be used as an online algorithm� constantly
maintaining the approximation as it reads the records� In setups in which the sequence can only be
read once �for example� in routers� host computer for database applications and proxy servers for
web tra�c� only this algorithm is applicable� There are also settings in which the sequence cannot
be materialized and thus sorting is not an option and only this algorithm can be used� Also� when
the cost of an I�O operation to the local working space is much cheaper than an I�O operation
to the sequence� the performance will be bound by I�O operations performed on the sequence in
which cases this algorithm performs the least I�Os possible on the sequence �only one pass��

We conclude that in choosing between the algorithms� one must notice the settings in which
these algorithms are to be run� When sorting is not applicable� or when only one pass is allowed
on the sequence� or when an online algorithm is required� the one pass algorithm is the only choice�
When this is not the case� the di�erence in costs between I�O operations to the sequence and
I�O operations to the working space should be considered� and in most cases� the sorting based
algorithm will result in better performance
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Parallel algorithm using external memory

We consider executing our algorithms in parallel in the shared�nothing model� in which we have a
number of CPUs� each with a working disk space and available memory of its own� The sorting
based algorithm works in two phases� In the �rst phase� the sequence is sorted according to the
number of partitions required� In the second phase� one pass is performed over the sequence� in
which a concise sample is maintained separately for each partition while reusing memory� A natural
and e�cient way to extend this algorithm to work in parallel is to initially perform one sorting
pass over the sequence and sort the sequence into � partitions� where � is the number of processors
available� Then� each processor can execute the sorting based algorithm independently without
the need for any synchronization between the processors� Each processor reports the results and
the combined reports provides the answer to the approximation query� Besides the initial pass
that partitions the sequence into � partitions� this parallel approach takes full advantage of all the
available processors� resulting in a substantial performance gain�

The one pass algorithm yields very intuitively to parallelism� Observe that clustering the se�
quence into partitions reduces the problem of �nding frequent items in the sequence to �nding large
items in each partition and combining the results� Fortunately� handling a partition is independent
of other partitions since we use a hash based partitioning techniques that combines all instances
of the same item into one partition� Assume that we have a sequence S of size N � � processors
each with a memory bound M � and we are given the same approximation parameters as usual�
We derive a hash function that maps all items in the sequence into � � � ��� In a setting in which
only one processor reads the sequence� each item is transferred to its corresponding processor� In a
setting in which each processor can independently read the sequence� each processor handles only
those items that are hashed to it and ignores the rest� In any case� each processor executes the
same one pass algorithm as detailed in Section �� Since there is no need for any synchronization
between the � processors� the parallel algorithm can improve the performance in direct proportion
to the number of processors available�

Future work will involve a re�ned analysis which takes into account the statistical character�
istic of the data� with the goal of obtaining more accurate predictions� rather than bounds that
apply in worst case distributions� We are also looking into incorporating count samples� suggested
in �GM��a	� as alternatives to concise samples� and study their merits and limitations�
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Figure �
 True reports vs� real frequent items� The x�axis is the upper frequency threshold sp and
the y�axis is the number of frequent items found� As can be observed� in all  con�dence levels the
number of frequent items detected matches the real number of frequent items
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Figure �
 False Reports� The x�axis is the upper frequency threshold sp and the y�axis is the
number of false reports� As expected� the number of false reports increases with lower con�dence
levels
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Figure �
 In�Gap Reports� The x�axis is the upper frequency threshold sp and the y�axis is the
number of reports that fall between the true and the �ase reports�
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Figure �
 Local disk accesses� The x�axis is the upper frequency threshold sp and the y�axis is the
number of accesses to the working space
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Figure �
 Footprint consumed� The x�axis is the upper frequency threshold sp and the y�axis is the
footprint consumed for each of the con�dence levels
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Figure �
 Footprint consumed for various gaps� The x�axis is the lower frequency threshold sn when
the upper frequency was set to ����� This changes the gap� The y�axis is the footprint consumed
in the various gap levels and for di�erent con�dence levels
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Figure ��
 Local disk accesses for various gaps� The x�axis is the lower frequency threshold sn
when the upper frequency was set to ����� This changes the gap� The y�axis is the accesses to the
working space in the various gap levels and for di�erent con�dence levels
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